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The game of money laundering just went super-transparent in the past year or so, via so-called NonFungible Tokens—from now on to be known by me as Money-Laundering Chits or MLCs. In previous
papers, I have already proven that Modern Art has been about money laundering from the beginning.
And we know Bitcoin and other crypto-currency was created by the crypto-Jews and their flunkies in
Intelligence. So what they wanted was an even easier way to do this, without using real Old Master
paintings or even real Modern Art—as in paintings on real canvases. That created a mess because it
required keeping these famous paintings in the private sector, crating them, shipping them, and storing
them. All that cost money, so it was a small percentage loss. Then someone had the great idea to take
the whole thing virtual. No real art, just computer images of “art” and other things, which pretend
anonymous people—ie ghosts—could pretend to spend way too much money on. They thought this
would take the whole scam even further off the radar, and make it even harder to regulate. But in my
opinion, it doesn't. It just makes it way more obvious it is a con, since if it was hard to believe rich
people were paying millions for bad paintings, it is impossible to believe they are paying millions for
pixels. A virtual photomontage allegedly went for $70 million through Christies, just so you know.
And as for regulation, anything one man can invent in the computer realm, another man can regulate.
If I were the regulator, I would just arrest anyone and everyone involved in any of these sales, on either
end, and including any brokers or art houses like Christies. In fact, it is time to shut Sothebys and
Christies down completely and liquidate all assets, since they are clearly involved in international
crimes.
Will that happen? I highly doubt it, since all these people are in it together. They are all cousins from
the same old families. There are no independent regulators, because these people now own everything,
including all the governments of the world. So they feel they can do anything they wish. Who is going
to stop them? Those in the field of art see Pfizer and other big pharmaceutical companies buying out
entire governments, and they figure it is a free-for-all in all sectors, which it is. These people
apparently used to be held back by some residue of morality or shame, but all that is in the past. They
are now corrupt down to the marrow, and reveling in it to your face. They plan to crush you and yours
down to the ground, killing your family and taking your last dime while spitting in your face. So

basically the next step is yours. What are you going to do about it? There are only two things you can
do about it: sit there and keep giving them your money and time and trust, or say no and pull them
down by their ears.

And in other news, I just looked up Pete Buttigieg, after ignoring him up to now. You realize this guy
is another ghost, right? Just a character in a spook play. As they all are, but he is the joke that proves
the rule. What I hadn't realized is that he is gay, with a husband. They have adopted twins recently,
and Buttigieg took paternal leave for the past three months, even though he is allegedly the
Transportation Secretary and we are in the midst of the worst transportation crisis in the history of this
country.
So, in case you missed it, we have a gay guy named Buttigieg, pronounced Boot-eh-jij. This reminds
us of fake media person Joey Buttafuoco from a few decades ago, whose name actually means buttfuck. Fuoco means “I fuck” in new Latin, so the name is sort of Pig Latin for that. Sorry to offend
you, but you need to know these things. Which means that Buttigieg might as well be respelled Assjigger. Do you really think all this is just a coincidence? Or real? Tucker Carlson gives you the hint
everytime he mentions Buttigieg, saying the name as if it is in air quotes. He looks at us like “C'mon
people, get the joke! The CIA is just toying with you here!”
The guy's full name is Peter Paul Montgomery Buttigieg, so they probably just added the last name as a
joke. His real name is probably Peter Montgomery, which of course pegs him as peerage.
Here's some other things you should know: Pete is Naval Intelligence, and they admit it. He was
admittedly Intelligence by 2009, when he went into the Navy, but I assume he was CIA back to 2004 or
earlier, when he became a Conference Director for the Cohen Group. Didn't you just know that name
would come up? Here is what you need to know about it:
The firm was founded in 2001 by former United States Secretary of Defense William S. Cohen to help
multinational clients expand overseas. The Cohen Group is a business advisory firm providing corporate
leadership with strategic advice and assistance in business development, regulatory affairs, deal sourcing,
and capital raising activities. The firm covers major business sectors and critical regions of the world,
including the Middle East, the Asia-Pacific, Latin America and Europe. [1] The firm is based in Washington,
D.C., US, with offices in London, United Kingdom, United Arab Emirates, New Delhi,[2] Beijing, and Tianjin.
[3] The Cohen Group also has a strategic partnership with DLA Piper, a global law firm with over 4,200
lawyers and 71 offices in 30 countries.[4]

But that's not spooky, is it? Butthead was working for them by age 22, right out of Harvard. But he
was probably recruited by Intelligence four years earlier, right out of highschool, since he was one of
two people chosen from Indiana for the Senate Youth Program. From now on you can call that the
CIA/Senate Youth Program.
As usual, his bio makes no sense. We are told he worked for the Cohen Group in 2004-5, and was
working on Joe Donnelly's campaign in 2006. But we are also told he became a Rhodes Scholar in
2004, so he should have gone to Oxford in the fall of 2004 and stayed there for two or three years.
How could he do that and work for the Cohen Group at the same time? He was supposedly very busy
at Oxford, being the editor of the International Review and founding new debate societies as well as
taking his classes. Compare this story to Bill Clinton's Rhodes Scholarship story, which is a very
similar fake.
We are told Butthead was born and raised a Catholic, going to Catholic school, but became an
Anglican at Oxford and an Episcopalian on his return. That also makes no sense and looks made up by
Langley. I assume he is Jewish. His father is a Marxist from Malta and his mother is a Montgomery.
Further confirming his spook and Jewish status, Butthead was an Aspen Institute Fellow by age 31.
Another clue: his winning highschool essay for the Kennedy Award was on Bernie Sanders, and it was
about his political courage as an admitted Jew. Also remember the Cohen Group.
Butthead also comes out of McKinsey and Company, another CIA front and Jew-hole. It is one of the
big-3 management consulting firms, and just coincidentally Butthead was with them during the huge
scandal, where senior partners Gupta and Kumar were convicted for insider trading, conspiracy, and
securities fraud. So it is not really a great thing to have your resume in those years.
I can even tell you where they got the name Buttigieg. It should be spelled Buttigeig, since they are in
the British peerage, being from Malta just like Pete's father. See Giuseppe Buttigeig, whose daughter
Ellena married Edward Massey, of the Barons of Duntrileague. They link us to the Taylors and
Cavendishes, Earls of Devonshire. Massey's mother was Helen Peel, and I guess you recognize that
name? Hint: cover of Sgt. Pepper's. See Sir Robert Peel, 2nd Baronet, Home Secretary, and Prime
Minister in the 1830s and 40s. He was also the head of British Intelligence. He links us to the ChildVilliers through his daughter Julia, and through them to the Egertons, Churchills, Howards, and Stuarts.
They also link us forward to the Kennedys and Erskines. Remember, Pete Buttigieg won the Kennedy
Award in highschool. So Pete is from peerage lines and didn't just accidentally end up at Oxford. You
will say I just argued that was fake, but I was showing the story didn't add up. I don't doubt they gave
him the scholarship, since he is one of their own, but I doubt he spent much time there or honestly
completed the coursework. I suspect they flew him in for a few weeks at a time to shake hands and
suck dicks, but the rest of it is up for grabs. I don't believe a word of it, including his claim to speak
eight languages. Compare it to claims by James Franco or James Wood.
You will say these two Peels were not related, but they were. Helen Peel's father was named Jonathan
Haworth Peel, and though they scrub the link, we know he was a brother of Baronet Sir Robert Peel,
since Robert's mother was a Haworth. This Jonathan Haworth Peel is obviously the same as General
Rt. Hon. Jonathan Peel, son of the 1st Baronet and brother of the 2nd. So the Buttigeigs of Malta are
definitely closely related to the Peel, Prime Minister of England.
So is the name fake or not? I still think it is fake, since they don't even know how to spell it or
pronounce it. Remember, Tucker Carlson has pointed out many times that Kamala Harris doesn't even
know how to pronounce her own first name, having been caught pronouncing it several ways. So these

things happen. They are signs of the Matrix. My guess is Peel made up the name Buttigieg for one of
his relatives in Intelligence back in the early 1800s, perhaps for the same joke, and recent scriptwriters
borrowed it for this recent gag, backfilling the genealogies and other frontline stories. If the name
comes from Malta, then it should be Maltese, which I remind you is a Semitic language. But given its
form, it is more likely of Italian origin, since “butti” would indicated “throw” in that language. Buttmeans nothing in Maltese. Except that neither gieg nor geig mean anything in Italian. A search tells
us it comes from the Maltese word for chicken, tigieg, but that seems unlikely, since it doesn't explain
the beginning of the name “but”. We are told it is “cognate with” the Arabic “abu” meaning “father
of”, making the name mean “father of chickens”. Which makes no sense. What man is a father of
chickens? Besides, abu doesn't mean that in Maltese, and the name is not Arabic. In Arabic, chicken
would be dejajeh, not tigieg. You have to pick one language or another, you can't just slur them
together like that. And, just so you know, Abudejajeh is not a name in Arabic. The Arabs don't think
they can sire chickens. This guy tells us it IS an Arabic name: Abu Djadja. But scroll to the bottom of
the page and check out the name of the author of that blog: Alex Shams.
Besides, if you have seen Butthead speak, you know he doesn't look like the father of chickens. He
looks like the father of rabbits or weasels. Like Tony Fauci, who he is probably related to. Fauci's
lines come from Sicily, but they aren't Italian. They are Jewish and actually come from
France/Germany. See not only his Abys lines, where that is admitted, but also the Faucis themselves,
who were originally of the name Faucigny-Lucinges et Coligny, Prince of Lucinges and Marquis of
Coligny, closely related to the Bourbons.

That is the phoenix on their coat of arms, not an eagle. Eagles don't have flame tails like that, do they?
The scythe on the shield indicates we also link to the Fawkes/Faulks of the British peerage, linking
Fauci to Columbo and Faulkner. Lucinges is right on the Swiss border, in the Savoy region, which is
why I say these people are French/German. The Savoys weren't really French, being bankers that came
in from the East. Same with the Colignys, who were famous admirals and marshals of France in the
1500s, working with the Medicis. They also link us to the Lavals, who we have seen recently. The
Sicilian link is that Sicily was assigned to the House of Savoy in 1713 in the Treaty of Utrecht. The
Habsburgs then had it for a while, and after them the Bourbons, but it was all the same family of top
Phoenicians, who had been running the island since 2000BC. They just shuffle the decks every few
decades to confuse the rest of us.
Now for something completely different: how much does Buttigieg's father look like famous bassist

Mike Watt?

Even the Google computer thought they were the same person. They aren't, but are probably related.
Remember, Watt/Watts/Waters is a big peerage name as well.
Geni has many pages on these Buttigiegs of Malta, but we quickly find out they were actually de
Zebbugs. They were also Battistas, linking us to the Marranos of Cuba, including Castro. They were
also Cashas, Galeas, Cremonas, Abelas, Cassars (Caesars), Paces, Portellis, Muscats, Gaucis, and
Grimas. These names, including the given name Giuseppe, indicate they were Italian/Spanish Jews,
not Arabic. Zebbug again proves Buttigieg is Jewish, see this page from a local who admits “if you
cross a man from Rabat (Malta) with a man from Zebbug you get a Jewish man”. Locally, that is not a
cut: it means the man is a good businessman.
Even if the name is real, it is still embarrassing. His father should have changed it when he moved
here, at least to Budajudge or Buddig or something. The father is an alleged intellectual, but he
couldn't figure out how awful it would look to have a gay son named Buttigieg running around kissing
men and adopting babies and taking three-month paternal leave while Rome burns? It would be like a
guy name Assmann moving here from Germany and refusing to change his name. Which does happen.
There are vintage German bicycle seats called Assmann. People used to have enough sense and
decency to avoid catastrophes like this, but they are now courted. I guess it won't be long before we
have someone named Dirk Dickhead running for President.
Which reminds me of a funny story from highschool. My Latin teacher was one of the smartest people
I ever met, being a woman from Old Europe (Genoa) with a wicked tongue, who also taught German.
God knows how she ended up in Lubbock, Texas, poor thing. Well, I would visit her when I went to
Lubbock to see my parents, and during the Gulf War she told me what was going on at my old
highschool, with yellow ribbons everywhere and pep rallies for the troops. There were even posters of
General Norman Schwartzkopf on the walls. She admitted to me that in the teachers' lounge she would
“accidentally” call him Scheissekopf, and given her accent everyone just assumed she was a confused
foreigner. Besides, they weren't aware that Scheissekopf meant “shithead”.
Anyway, another thing that makes no sense is Buttigieg's terms as mayor of South Bend, Indiana. He

allegedly took a 7-month leave from his term to deploy to Afghanistan, since he was Navy Reserve.
The Navy doesn't deploy sitting mayors of major cities.
Somehow Butthead ran for President at age 37 on his two terms as mayor of South Bend. Which is
ridiculous. It is also impossible to understand why he was picked by Biden for Transportation
Secretary, since he has zero experience or expertise in transportation. . . or anything else except kissing
men and running for office.
It is now clear to me that the Iowa caucus, which he allegedly won, was faked to allow this “first
openly gay” candidate to win. All part of the LGBT hard-push we have seen in the past decade from
CIA, to split the sexes and confuse the Gentiles.
So you may wish to pay attention: it looks like they are thinking of running this ass-jigger, father-ofchickens for Vice President with Kamala in 2024. That should be interesting, the father-of-chickens
running with the mother-of-all-hyenas. Just imagine how much of the vote they would have to fake to
install that pair to vex you!
And another thing: I went back and studied that photo of him kissing his husband. It isn't very
convincing, is it? Look at their hands, which are conspicuously avoiding touching anything and half
closed. The turn of the screw here is that he might not even be gay. It may all be an act. These people
in government are mainly Intel actors, and perhaps that was his assignment. Who the hell knows?
But I remind you of my main thesis here: Butthead isn't just another CIA plant into government. That
wouldn't even require comment, since they all are. My point is that Butthead is a CIA joke plant,
inserted to test your intelligence. What will you buy? How stupid are you? In this sense, it is sort of
like the Rittenhouse trial, another vast joke, with prosecutors aiming guns at the jury and so on. They
have always flickered the Matrix like this, but the flickers have gotten more numerous and more
obvious. Tying to my previous comments on money laundering via art, this is another way they spit in
your face. While they are stealing trillions from you and coercing you through fear to kill yourself with
their expensive “vaccines”, they are also dropping these ridiculous stories down your throat, for their
own sick amusement. The college boys in the lower regions at Langley come up with these Ass-jigger
jokes to keep themselves amused, since many of them would rather be working for The Onion. Why
do you think it is called The Onion? Peel it and just below the surface you find the CIA again.
Everything, left, right, and humor, is a layer of the same thing, written from the same cubicles. I
suspect the Onion refers to the CIA itself, and its many floors and tiers of writing committees. It is a
layered beast you see, with actual elevators to each and every layer.
And yes, I am telling you the whole world is a stage, literally. Not figuratively, as with Shakespeare,
but in actuality. There is no real government, no real Congress, no real President, no real media, no
real stock market, no real votes, and—at the upper levels—almost no real business. The entire thing is
staged, using literally millions of directors, actors, screenwriters, and stagehands. It is a complete and
utter fiction. The only thing that still exists is the con and the conmen.
Yes, on our side, things are still real. We create all the reality and they then suck it from us like a
lamprey or a remora. They used to ride on our backs, out of sight, but now they have attached
themselves right on our stupid faces, blocking our eyes and mouths:

Oh, and speaking of flickers in the Matrix, remember the story about Ted Danson and Whoopi
Goldberg. Can you believe we bought that one?

I was watching Cheers last night and all that came screaming back to me.
Just to be sure you understand me, I tend to like Ted Danson. He was great in Cheers and has been
reserved and humble since then, as far as I know. If he is gay, it doesn't bother me a bit. I hope he is
happy, whoever he is. But some of these pairings they try to sell us are ridiculous. All the Hollywood
bearding is very stale in my opinion. If Ted needed to pretend to be straight for his career, I understand
that, too. But Whoopi Goldberg? Get outta my face! She has always been a transparent agent, and in
the last decade that became ever clearer. The View is produced right out of Langley, and is atrocious
propaganda. So I think Ted was tapped to promote her back in 1988, at the top of his career, which he
should be ashamed of. Assuming he had a choice. He and Mary Steenburgen are a pretty couple, and
more believable, but I still don't believe it.

